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Looking for that best all-natural aromatherapy bath product? One that will keep your skin layer
looking great, is attractive to smell, has real therapeutic benefits, and doesn't break the bank?
Included you'll find tips and customizable dishes - all with step-by-step instructions - so that you
can have the self-confidence knowing which gas to use and just how much when creating your
personal body scrub, lip butter, or lotion bar! Learn how easy it is certainly to make bath treats
like fragrant shower gels, dreamy bubble baths, luscious lotions and lotions, deep cleansing
masks and facials for actually pennies only using a few essential natural oils and substances
from your kitchen with Organic Beauty with GAS. In this book, you will discover a luxurious
selection of over 400 Eco-friendly recipes for skin care and hair care such as for example Exotic
Patchouli Massage Oil, Zesty Banana-Lemon Feet Cream and Jasmine Bath Bombs filled up with
breathtaking fragrances and soothing, rich organic ingredients satisfying you check out toe.
Designed with the naturalist in mind, each formula draws from essential natural oils' well-known
skin rejuvenating results, showing you how exactly to best treatment for your unique skin and
locks type using all-organic botanicals. Well, here it is! Sweep aside all those harmful chemically-
based cosmetics and make your personal organic bath and body items at home with the magic
of potent important oils!
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Good tips for newbies, but supplimentation will be needed. An acceptable jumping off stage for
beginners.The upside will there be are a huge selection of recipes, and with the aid of this book
plus some artful manipulation of the elements, I'm going to be able to produce the things that I
had wanted to make in the first place. Some questionable ingredients being the largest concern
(glitter? mineral essential oil? I believe I own most of Rebecca Totilo's essential oil books! great
book!. Seeing as I am new to making my very own cosmetics, this will end up being helpful,
though simply because others have observed there are issues with this book. Mostly, it appears
this book would be of use for people looking for essential oil applications, not really much people
thinking about creating their own soaps, shampoos, lotions, and bathing gels.One last positive:
There is a small, but detailed section on necessary oils, dilution prices, their applications in
cosmetics, and any possible risk factors to watch out for in with them, which is always helpful.
This book is great. There are therefore many quality recipes and a lot ... This book is excellent.
There are therefore many recipes and a lot of general wellness information. Don't try the one with
honey and glycerin, turned into a big messy glob. This reserve has many many quality recipes
and you can tweak each to your liking over and over again. She opened up it and could not really
stop reading. It had been a hit. Some of the ingredients are not ones that one would necessarily
find throughout the house but my concern was to give her something that will be a good leap off
indicate start tinkering with different scents and beauty products. The beauty of at-home beauty
products is that the variants are infinite. because she doesn't like using chemical substance
products. The dishes are also easy to follow and result from things that are already in the house
for eg. Fantastic As a new soap maker I came across this book to be a wealth of information! I
can now show the difference between fragrance essential oil and pure essential oil and also how
exactly to use them for my health and skincare. I've learned so much about pores and skin types,
fragrance combos & Organic Beauty This is an excellent book if you are looking for natural
essential oil recipes for your skin, hair, bath, and body. It's very difficult to put down.. so much
more! borax? She is certainly an abundance of info on gas use, blending, and beauty recipes.
Great "Organic Beauty With GAS" This is an excellent book and an excellent guide to essential
oils. The writer was extremely thorough and included quality recipes for skin, hair,mouth, feet,
hands - i want to say for every area of the body. Recommend., apple cider vinegar, mint leaves
and witchhazel to name a few. I am not used to making cosmetics therefore i wanted a book that
would information me to the use of the various essential oils - this reserve did not disappoint!
Four Stars good book Four Stars Interesting great tips pertaining to scurbs sugar and salt I have
it upon my kindle and am in fact going to by a hard copy. This publication is a classic. a must
have for everyone who wants to get in the organic skincare business. That is a staple in my DIY
work and simply made me want to do eve even more of my own natural products. It really is
among my favourites. Many thanks to the writer Ms. They'd be better off going to a craft shop
and buying a kit than following any of these recipes. I couldn't be more pleased, this is a superb
reference and guide book .. Save your money and spend sometime on you tube and observe how
soap is really made. It does not include makeup, but lotions, soaps, facial creams and far a lot
more. If your thinking about a healthier approach to life, for yourself as well as your loved types,
this is actually the book for you personally; But don't consider my word for this.), while another
may be the fact that many of the recipes demand melt-and-pour soap bases and pre-made
organic gel soaps, therefore if you are getting this book to understand how to make might be
found at home, it won't be super helpful..take advantage of Amazons look inside publication
feature to discover for yourself what's offered. Great recipes I love all of the recipes, but it does
not have any dishes for conditioner. It also doesn't specify how lengthy each items lasts (has



tips for expiration day or shelf life for some, however, not all products). In addition, it doesn't
always recommend the type of container each product should be stored in. Overall I really like
the reserve, it's just those handful of minor conditions that bug me. Excellent Book! I purchased a
few books on DIY cosmetics, and this is by significantly the best. I couldn't become more
pleased, this is an outstanding reference and guidebook for those who want to get aside from all
the harmful chemical compounds in cosmetics, bath/shower items and shampoos, deodorant,
perfume, and so-many-more-harmful-chemical-additive-items! Beautifully written and so easy to
work with. Not As Advertised Sorry, but that is a cute reserve for beginners to read. Five Stars
This book is full of information and recipes. It is so worth buying! great book!! I'd highly
recommend this publication to anyone from beginner to experienced.Rebecca Park Totilo. I
skipped the deadline to come back this otherwise I would've sent this back. I bought this for my
mom in legislation who makes her own deodorant, shampoo etc.. That is a silly book that needs
to be labeled for children with adult supervision. Everyone I did either was a flop or I acquired to
try and doctor it up to be usable. All I wanted to know about essential natural oils was there.
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